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EDITORIAL
by Karen de Wit
I hope you all enjoyed your month off! Now that we have gone past
the shortest day things should start to pick up—here in the Hutt Valley we will start getting some more wind which is really great at drying out water-logged lawns! We still have a month left at our local
indoor RDA venue so the Club grounds will get a good long rest from
agility—in particular the WEAVE which really seems to have the
dogs cutting up the ground.
Good luck to everyone competing at TEAM TRIALS around the
country—it will be a long trek for many to GORE this year but I am
sure that those whop travel will have a great time!
First CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES classes in September with Upper
Hutt’s JUMPERS PAIRS, followed by GAMBLERS and SNOOKER
in DECEMBER. I am really excited about playing Games at Champ
level, they provide an interesting addition to our agility menu. Have
you been practicing?
NALA Games return in a couple of months too, hopefully a few more
of you will give it a go.
Well done to the PAWBLACKS Team who recently visited the Australian Nationals and did really well—was great to follow their progress on facebook, especially all the videos.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Re: EBOP April Champ Show
Your “anonymous roving” correspondent raises some quite salient points
in their May posting and without getting into protracted discussion about
how they chose to raise their points raised I would like to comment as follows:
•
Triple Agility/Double Jumpers Event – This has been on the
“menu” from our very first show in 2008 and has been quite a successful
recipe thus far. Given we have quite an expense in hiring facilities etc
some 50km from our home grounds we rely to some degree on economies of scale. The classes offered have worked well in the past so should
we fix what may have “broken” on one occasion? We do have to acknowledge that at that time of the year we could easily end up running out of
daylight so do have to make sure we finish within daylight hours.
•
Running three rings has always been the case and we had the
“walking” ring open for 20 to 30 minutes to try and allow plenty of time for
walking. We did try to accommodate and extend walking times when we
did know there was a clash.
•
We could offer all sorts of excuses as to what went wrong
(lower numbers, schedule etc) but at the end of the day we did push too
hard on this occasion and I can only apologise to those who felt rushed.
A number of our club members were approached on the Saturday afternoon from handlers about the early finish and the clashes in running orders. In fact the judge Trish and I hosted commented that she thought we
were “too efficient”, a fact borne out by this very discussion.
After each show (like most other clubs I’m sure) we hold a post show critique and the points raised by your correspondent and others were bought
up and discussed. Have we heard? Yes, I think so… Have we listened?
Yes, I believe so. Are we taking the criticism on board? I believe we
have…
It was recognised there was a clash and we are reviewing the
•
running orders for next year.
•
It was recognised that we pushed too hard this year, we are
prepared to moderate this but as mentioned above need to be aware of
keeping the show within daylight hours.
•
Ring Walking – we had flags to indicate courses were ready for
walking, we notified this over our “pretty pathetic” PA system, I walked
around yelling that courses were walking and STILL we had people who
didn’t hear or were walking or swimming their dogs at the time – what else
can we do?
•
The sound system? …I’m not sure what we can do at this
juncture. We are looking at options but hiring something that has the
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power to cover the area required is out of the question. Perhaps your correspondent or others can offer suggestions?
Results Boards?...the jury is still out on this but I feel that if the
•
results are posted reasonably quickly then there shouldn’t be an issue.
In closing, I know there were also quite a number of people who commented on how well the show was run, maybe because they didn’t have
quite the number of dogs some others had???
As anyone running a show knows, it’s a fine line we tread to cover all our
bases and make everyone happy.
I believe we are making the right moves for next years show to make this
a bit more of a “relaxed” (numbers dependant) affair, your correspondent
is most welcome to attend to see if we have in fact listened and taken the
criticism on board.
Martin Bush
President EBOP

Mount Maunganui Dog Training Club-- BRAG --NALA Awards- 2013--2014
By Deb Jackson

Well didn't we do well.....
Congratulations to the Rally O -Runner Up Club.

Competitors:- Fiona Goodall, Anne Proctor & Sue Andresen
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Veterans.
Sue Andresen & Tip- 1st
Malcolm Ward & Floss 3rd
Individual Link.
2nd--Jan Murden- (Maxi)
with JJ
6th--Deb Jackson- (Med)
with Cheeky
Games.
2nd--Jan Murden (Maxi) with JJ
3rd--Deb Jackson(Med) with Cheeky
Flygility Standard.
8th--Deb Jackson &
Cheeky
Flygility Challenge.
2nd--Deb Jackson &
CheekyDouble

Veterans
Brags.
Above: Reece
and Heidi
Right: MIDGE
who competed in
NALA Veterans
course until just
over 15 years of
age, recently died
after a battle with
cancer.
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~ NALA REPORTS ~
Perspective from the Top Arf
By Rosemarie J Baker & Diana Mckay
Rosemarie’s ranting Ramble
A quiet couple of months with few shows in the upper North Island
along with some incredible weather that has made for a boring time
without agility and some cancelled training nights. Two nights cancelled due to bad weather at our club and another cancelled due to
flood light failure.
In Auckland we were struck with power outages, days & days of
rain, wind that only yachtsmen who do off shore sailing would appreciate. We were lucky compared to the upper north with road closures, land slips and loss of life. Nothing can compare this to the
past earthquakes and the on-going struggle for people in Christchurch, but it was bad enough!
Akarana July Ribbon Jumpers
The day before the event, Rebecca Roper had to cancel her judging
appointment with us and Manukau DTC. It was just too dangerous
for her to tow the caravan down from the north. Rebecca said even
if she made it down she was more worried she wouldn’t get back
home Sunday afternoon. So it was on the blower and asking our Reserve judge Chris Richardson if he would step in to judge or show
Sec. He said “yeah I’ll judge”. Silly man! Once again on the
blower and contacting the wonderful stand in - Diana and Scott’s
show Sec services. I think Chris later regretted his choice, with
Diana inside in the dry and Chris outside in the rain.
In the three years I have been Secretary of the Akarana club we
have never had bad weather at this event. In fact we have been so
lucky to have lovely sunny days. NOT this time. The weather forecast during the week prior to the show was looking promising, then
it changed to look not so good, then it changed to be a little unset-
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tling and then……..it was Friday night with constant rain ALL
night long. I woke several times wishing for the rain to stop. But
not to be, Saturday morning it was still raining, although not heavy,
but still constant.
At 6.30am the Akarana crew gathered to nut out what we should do.
By 7.30am we discussed the conditions with three judges who were
there and asked their opinions. They were happy to go with what
our club decided. We asked ourselves was it too dangerous for handler & dog, would people bother to turn up and enter, there were
very few campers there anyway. Only the strong and hardy had arrived Friday night to camp and be ready at first light for the
Akarana Ribbon.
Nobody could make a decision to get on with it or flag it and call
the event off. Oh stuff it! ….. Set up the three rings and see what
happens. Well once that happened, the courses were set up and
while this was going on people started to arrive and wanted to put in
entries. Our outside helpers came and some of our new members
spent the whole day working tirelessly in the rain… true club members, I was amazed! I just wanted to go home and get back into bed,
forget the day had even started. But no…. an event had to go on and
it did!
Thank you to all the people who came an entered on that awful wet
day, you are all awesome, and due to your keenness we had 406 entries all up. Unbelievable!
The grounds held up sort of in the rings, the outside of rings however did not, it was boggy, slippery and water puddles formed. It
rained, rained & rained. Then before we finished it stopped for
about 30 minutes, but it wasn’t as heavy when it started again. By
the time we had finished running the events at about 1pm it had
been dry for nearly an hour. It was just too muddy to do prize giving outside, so we held it in the club rooms. This made for a lovely
cosy gathering.
When Diana & I took on the job of reporters for the Nala mag we
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had no idea we were responsible for the yearly Nala Ribbon
Awards. This included Link, Flygility and Junior results.
I asked people to stay on for the Nala end of year awards and they
did. How good were these people after such a long wet day? Personally I think I made a mess of the whole thing, some people there
got their ribbons and their names were mentioned, at least it got
done. There were several people not at the event; fortunately Allan
Rohde was there to collect his along with his daughter Hayley both
of them getting several ribbons themselves including Counties DTC
achievements. (See Page 7 for pictures)
But I’m gonna brag.
It was only a couple of years ago we were told to get more Nala
members or we should consider pulling out of Link.
So we got more members and look where it put us 1st in our division.
Yeehay!
Well with the day over it was home in the showery rain that had
started up again. Start with the clean-up of dogs, car and everything
worn. Hopefully the things that needed drying would be ready to
return tomorrow to compete at Manukau’s event.
Manukau Agility Ribbon
With no rain over night it was looking good for Manukau this year
to have a dry show. Not only was it dry, the sun shone several
times during the day. There was one little shower ever so small not
really worth mentioning. The grounds held up quite well considering what they were like the day before. Manukau decided to put a
ring in a new area next to the ring one of yesterday. Good thinking,
nothing mushy there.
They held a young NZYKC event which was great fun for the
younger ones. Or in some cases perhaps the older ones, more about
this from Diana later.
I saw Diana trudging across the paddocks often with a scribe sheet
in hand, wrong dog numbers in wrong events, what was the number,
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what was the time? Pretty much the norm for the poor Show Secretary’s.
I find it surprising that experienced handlers don’t call out their
dog’s number before approaching the start. I saw it several times
before I ran my own dogs. We had the same problem in our show
on Saturday. PEOPLE – not everyone knows who you are, some
scribes are volunteers who have no idea who you or your dog is.
Please Please tell the scribe your DOGS NUMBER, they are not
mind readers.
Personally I have been lucky with bad weather and running my dogs
in events mostly. I’ve always found the rain dies off and I’ve rarely
run in rain or heavy rain in my time competing. Compared to yesterday this was a much better day for me and my dogs. With some
CR’s and a ribbon and of course not having to organise, follow up
on people, just to sit down was a treat, I had a couple of falls in two
event Saturday and one on the Sunday so with that, boy was my
back sore after standing from 6.30 till 8pm that night. It was a good
day and Manukau did a great job getting everything running and
kept the three rings running well getting through all their events by
2pm.
Fly Mangawhai/Whangarei
Saturday started out to be a little cool, quiet cloudy. The forecast
was for showery weather later in the day early evening. Boy did
they get that wrong. It came down and pretty much stayed with us
for a good three hours. Competitors, judges and the wonderful
helpers just carried on. I understand Marilyn Lambert managed to
sneak off back to Auckland at the end of the day with FDCH title
hidden under her belt, apparently her and Roxy don’t do buckets of
water. But they did manage to get this achievement in the rain.
I decided to return to Auckland and not return for the Sunday.
I have borrowed a piece from Phyl Smith for Sunday: “Many thanks
to the Whangarei and Mangawhai Fly Clubs for the weekend of fly.
Talk about the show must go on-we had cold, rain, wind, mud, and
more mud much of the time. Having slept in the car, the silent
watches of the night far from silent even had rain inside the vehicle
early Sunday morning from wiping the condensation from the win-
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dows. Despite the wetting on Saturday re-emerged Sunday along
with a smaller number of tough courageous people. Everyone wet
again before tournaments began.
But Sunday was the day for drama. We had blood sports (from
Shaneka's dog’s mouth), arrival of ambulance (using grounds as a
pick-up point), arrival of air helicopter for pick-up, spontaneous
half-clad demonstration of navigating a fly course from Emily during the long "all dogs back in cars" order for safety reasons, flat battery callout which resulted in a further callout to the fire crew to tow
the battery guy back out of the grounds. And to top off all that
drama ... (drum roll inserted here) ... Janine and Gem got their
much awaited FDCH title!!!!! It was a small field in the last Advanced run but all quality dogs, so Gem ran with the best. My personal thanks and gratitude to all who joined me in expressions of
congratulations to Janine. It was such a moment! It obviously was
the right time, the right place. You need moments like that to give
you the booster shot we sometimes need. Thank you, Thank you
and again, Thank YOU ALL!
Showsec Section:
Permanent numbers – they are an essential part of agility today.
With these numbers, we are able to keep a record of how our dog is
performing using the searchable graphs on showsec and nzagility.
However, sometimes these numbers just fox people and they struggle to remember them. One particular competitor really struggled at
the Akarana/Manukau ribbon weekend this month. Kim OrlandoReep, take a bow. Not only did she manage to forget her new dog’s
number (that’s understandable), but then she failed to write her
numbers down on the entry forms for her other four dogs. After
some muttering from me (I was pre-six coffee at that time), I found
her numbers and wrote them on the forms myself.
Later, on the Saturday, we discovered Kim had inverted the numbers for her new dog; she had dogs entered in Senior when they
should have been in Novice and general misgiven numbers on
scribe sheets. We grin, keep calm and carry on.
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At Manukau’s ribbon trial on the Sunday, the NZKC YKC Zone 1
Heats were being held, with six competitors trying their luck on the
Novice course. I was told about two other competitors that would
be attempting the Intermediate level. This surprised me, as I only
had six on the entry sheet, but ok, these things happen at ribbon trials, we’ll find out who they are later.
After Intermediate ran, the course was adjusted for the YKC heat
and the two competitors called up to walk the course. They didn’t
arrive to walk. So their numbers were called out from the call
sheets over the tannoy. Scott, sitting beside me said, “Aren’t those
Kim’s numbers?”
Oh my. They were. She’d managed to enter her dogs on the Intermediate part of the YKC Heats sheet. I don’t think I’ve ever
laughed so hard and I think Kim will be particularly careful with her
numbers in future!
So competitors! Just because you don’t have to display your permanent numbers doesn’t mean you shouldn’t! And some competitors
really, really should!
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The Middle North Report
from The Sleuth Hound .
Gisborne Dog Training Club
Queen's Birthday weekend-31st May & 1st June 2014
Gisborne really have to be congratulated on their wonderful efforts
to hold a triple Agility and Double Jumpers Event over this long
weekend, with some excellent courses and great Judges.
I doubt there are any agility competing people from this Club, but
with the help of some outside competitors and Clubs they always
seem to manage a great Event; including a South Island Judge this
time.
There is possibly an advantage to hold an Obedience Event at the
same time but it must really stretch their workforce and finances.
Although I don't think there were any split classes, there were still
quite large numbers of competitors who made this trip to an area
that is off the beaten track.
Weather was Ok but certainly turned very chilly by Saturday late
afternoon, and the prize giving ended up in the dark with a bit of
help from some car lights.
Sponsorship is another great bonus that this small Club seems to be
able to secure and it is great to receive, as for the most part, many
Clubs and Shows are unable to obtain sponsors--something that we
used to take for granted years ago.
Sunday finished by approx midday and people were able to leave
and get away early.
The month of June saw nothing else in our area apart from RAIN,
Rain and rain. There were Events in other locations but if you didn't
want to travel too far, it was a good month to stay at home. July
saw much of the same weather as June with some heavy rain and
winds. Not good if you were a farmer in the Northland areas who
endured another bout of flooding. Thankfully no events in our area.
August 2014
Mount Maunganui Dog Training Club--Triple Jumpers-- 2nd
Aug 2014
A great day held by the Mount Club at the Papamoa Pony Club
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grounds right beside the beach. So very fortunate with the weather,
and although it turned a bit windy and chilly by the afternoon, many
competitors were seen running around in T shirts in the morning.
All classes were split 3 ways and interesting that there were more
competitors in Jumpers B than in Jumpers C. The other interesting
aspect of the Competition was that in Jumpers C and B; Maxi dogs
far outnumbered medium dogs, and in Jumpers A they were about
equal.
I wonder if this is a changing trend....
The day ran very well with some interesting and testing courses set
by the Judges-- Martin Bush, Allan Rohde and Lyn Sayers.
Catering was awesome, run by some Club members out of their
camper bus's awning, not an easy feat without any power source to
tap into.
Once again the Super Show Secretary-- Diana McKay and Scott
now ensconced in their flash new bus worked efficiently behind the
scenes and had all Secretarial stuff under control.
Another sneaky Title for Chelsea Marriner. Fuse made Jumpers
Champion. Congratulations and well done. Terrific little dog.
Tauranga Dog
Training ClubTriple Jumpers -3rd Aug 2014
What a change a
day makes !!
Unfortunately, the
weather turned to
rain, and on these
Tauranga Club
grounds , that
turned to mud.
Most people had to
resort to running
courses in their wet weather gear, and trying to fight to stay on their
feet in some of the tricky elements. The mud had become heavy in
some places with foot traffic from walking the course never mind
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being near the end of a class after 70 or more dogs had run before.
So on this occasion it was an advantage to run early in a class for a
change.
However, there were some great courses by Allan Rohde, Martin
Bush and Libby Ellery who probably had to adjust their plans to suit
the weather and ground conditions. A very big thank you must go to
these Judges for standing out in the awful weather all day and still
remaining positive and cheerful.
Not such a common thing to happen........ Exactly on the same time
on a Jumpers A course-- were 2 dogs in the same family and the
Judge was the same family as well. Allan Rohde the Judge presiding over a runoff between Hayley Rohde running Allan's Flick and
Elaine Rohde running Bolt for a second place Challenge. Great family rivalry with Hayley getting the best of her mother.
Maybe Tauranga Club might have a rethink about this venue for
next year. Many people did question why the venue needs to be
changed from the Pony Club grounds near the beach, with a sandy
base so suitable if the weather turns to rain. Certainly it is not an
easy task to cart the Clubs equipment to another Venue, but the advantages for this weekend would have been enormous. ( in hindsight)
This is often a time of year when it can be wet, and these grounds
do not stand up to the wet weather and do turn to mud very easily.
Not only does it affect the competitors and their ability to cope with
the slippery conditions but more importantly there is the safety of
the dogs to take into consideration.
There was one dog injured during the first Jumpers A event. It still
needs to be established whether this was caused by the slippery conditions or unsafe equipment.
Many vehicles had difficulty leaving the grounds and needed a push
to make the exit. Goodness only knows what the Council will have
to say about the grounds being so cut up.
Unfortunately many Council's are just looking for a chance to get
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dog sports off their grounds.
On a much brighter note....
Caitlin Frater and Guese completed her outstanding weekend's
efforts to win 5 out of the 6 Challenge certificates available for the
weekend. This gained her Jumpers Grand Champion.
Not to be out done.

Chelsea Marriner made up
Flash to be a
Jumpers
Grand Champion as well.
Once again
only discovered when she
got home and
counted up her
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certificates.
But with the day being so wet I guess she
had a thorough wetting by the elements.
Chelsea was a TV star all weekend anyway as she was being interviewed and
filmed both days by the Maori TV crew.
I am sure there were a few photo bombs
from others as well.

The Lower North
Report
By Lloyd Palleson
Nelson – 31 May, 1 & 2 June
As has become usual a number of zone3 competitors made the voyage down south along with some other northerners from further
afield, those to meet with success included;
Donna Tofts and Dash 2 x 2nd places in Novice medium 3rd 4th & 5th
Intermediate medium, Stacie Clark and Sam a win in Novice small,
Peter de Wit and Ali winning 2 x Intermediate Maxi , and with
Quick 1st & 2nd Intermediate Medium , a Senior and a Jumpers A
win. Karen de Wit and Dee winning a medium Intermediate, Bex
Sidwell and Seeka 3rd in Intermediate Medium , 2nd Intermediate
Maxi with Mya, Bronwyn Morgan & Ziggy 1st Jumper B Medium,
Debbie Shute an d Jess a 1st and 3rd in Jumpers B medium,
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Gisborne – 31 May & 1 June
At the same time in Gisborne, Charlotte Rundgren was having success with Ripple, a Novice and an Intermediate win, and also with
Blaze a Novice and a Jumpers A win
North Taranaki Jumpers – 7/8 June
Some notable results were;
Bill Stewart and Mikie 2nd and 3rd in unsplit Jumpers C classes, I
love this little dogs attitude. Heather Smith and Swazi winning a
Jumpers C, Jane Aukett and Holly 2nd and 3rd in unsplit Jumpers B,
Sandra Athea and Rosie also 2nd in an unsplit Jumpers B
Hawera Champ – 28/29 June
My first event for about 6 weeks, expectations were high but not
met. As always this was a friendly show, with good food and a great
indoor surface. There’s something about a one ring show that can
be quite relaxing, not having to juggle two or more rings, time to
walk dogs or chat to people.
Great to see some newer converts such as Annette Burmeister having success with her young dog Dezee 2nd in Starters. Others enjoying success included;
Bronwyn Burnette and Morgan winning Starters x2 and Novice
maxi x 1, Charlotte Rundgren taking out all three Novice mediums
2 with Ripple and 1 with Blaze, Angela Denton and Tikka 1st & 3rd
Intermediate Maxi
DAWG Champ – 12/13 July
It was good to be indoors on account of the weather at least the local birds thought so; bird scaring might have to be put on the jobs
roster for future DAWG indoor shows at the Kennel Centre. See
photo of participants lined up in an (unsuccessful) attempt to drive
the blighters out.
Carol Melink with her brace of lurchers (Johnny & Lily) was 1 & 2
in Elementary A. Beth Gutschlag and Thor won Elem B. It was a
weekend for small dogs in starters with Louise and Gnat with a 1st
and 3rd and Jo Searle and Daisy with a 1st and 2nd also Jane Gunn
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BIRD SCARING AT DAWG INDOOR

and Ruby one of DAWGs newer competitors with 2x 3rd s .
In Novice Medium Donna Tofts and Dash got a 3peat winning all
three plus an Intermediate to tie with Peter de Wit and Quick for top
dog.
(Photo shows Dash and her loot!)

Aprille McGee
and Smarty
were on fire
with 2 Intermediate Small
wins and a 3rd
in an unsplit
Senior. Cath
Dillon and
Zing won the
other Small
Intermediate.
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On a personal note myself and Rose got among the Medium dogs to
gain our first agility challenge.
Horowhenua Champ – 26 July
The weather stayed fine for the whole weekend which was appreciated by all. Robyn Annand had a great day with Ebony winning
Starters and Jumpers C Maxi and also picking up 2nd place in Novice Maxi. Jane Gunn and Ruby picked up their 1st Starters win, well
and truly hooked now! Maria Storey’s Ice won Novice Maxi handled think by Penny Nalder. Holly Dawson and Maggie won Novice Small, Nevenka Paterson and Tai 1st Intermediate Small and
Senior Small. Stephen Chalmers not only was the show secretary
but took time out to Senior Medium for Basil’s 1st challenge.
Amanda Mckennie and Zip won Senior Maxi. Lynda Cummins and
Fya won Jumpers C Medium. Louise William and Gnat continued
their winning ways taking out Jumpers C Small.
Kapiti Jumpers – 27 July
Lynda Cummins and Fya carried on where they left off the day before with 3 clear rounds with 2 wins and a 2ndplace in Jumpers C,
Carl Ranford with his young dog Rhyme won the other C. JB Maxi
was shared around with wins to Slivia Rizzi and Yani, Mike Butler
and Idol and Wendy Osmond and Gunnah. Liz Barlow and Polly
won 2x JB Small with Sandra Athea and Rosie winning the other
one. Charlotte Rundgren and Ripple took out 2 of the Jumpers A on
offer.

Deep South
By Reece Smith
Winter in the Deep south always spells a quiet time for agility
shows down here so since the last time I wrote a report, we have
only had 2 champ shows, and looking at the agility calendar they
also had a ribbon trial up in Timaru.
OCTC June
OCTC’s June 5X Jumpers show as our winter shows always are was
held in the Otago Equestrian Centre, and while the surface is far
from perfect, it is certainly nice to not have to worry about the
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weather for an event.
Was nice to see some new people getting up there in the placings
with Rachel Nicoll and Winston taking out 2 of the B’s, as well as
Sue McKee getting a win with her jumpers specialist Rez, and Paul
Hickey managing 1st and 2nd in B5! Jason Buckland running Michelle Jopson’s new dog Journey had 2 cracking runs in JC and will
now grace the ranks of the other B dogs! Alongside Belinda Culling
and Delilah who also won up. Congrats to David and Anne Cook
who managed to take out 3 of the 5 A’s, getting 2nd in the other 2,
where Phil Johnson won them.
OCTC July
OCTC’s second winter event, a 3X agility in July again at the Otago
Equestrian Centre, saw a few more travellers from out of Dunedin
which was nice, and no snow this year again! Woohoo!
Again lots fantastic runs at this show, one of OCTC’s newest competitors Abby Bowman and her dog Trigger, who were competing at
some of their first shows, won a starters which is great for a new
handler!
Katelyn Reddock and her youngest dog Ziggy won a novice (and
since have won even more in CHCH), which is a big achievement
for them, having previously not run him at many champ shows.
The usual Zone 5’ers had lots more success J seeing David and
Anne Cook, Michelle Jopson and her team, and even myself grace
the podium.
Congrats to Teresa Walker and Swirl for getting Top Starters dog!
And well done to my dog Flash for getting Overall Top dog (I think
I had some input in there somewhere J ).
Sorry if I’ve missed anybody out in here, congrats to everyone who
ran at these shows placed or went clear, or managed to achieve their
own goals. Next up Southlands 6 Jumpers in Gore.
GO ZONE 5! J
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Books
Peter Lewis Teaching agility
Clean Run, Workbook- Introductory,
Intermediate, Advanced
Clean Run, Games book
Clean Run, Course design book
The Clothier Natural Jumping
Method, by Suzanne Clothier
Jacqueline O'Neil, All About Agility
Christine Smith, Your Secret Coach
Building Blocks for Performance
Peak Performance - Coaching the Canine Athlete M.Christine Zink
Jumping from A to Z M. Christine
Zink
Course Analysis for Agility Handlers Stuart Mah
Ruff Love Susan Garrett
Shaping Success Susan Garrett
Dogwise John Fisher
Excel-erated Learning Pamela Reid
Developing Jumping Skills
VHS
Ruth Hobday, Pups progress
Ruth Hobday, Advanced control exercises.
Puppy Love - Raise your dog the
Clicker way.
Greg Derrett Foundation Video
Greg Derrett, - Great Dog, Shame
About the Handler

DVD
4 on the Floor
2x2 Weave Training
Agility Fix It, Contacts & Weave
Poles
Agility Foundation Training
Best of the 2006 FCI Agility World
Championships
Best of the 2007 FCI Agility World
Championships
Contacts: Bridging the Gap Between Training & Competition
Crate Games for Self-Control &
Motivation
Foundation Jumping 4-DVD Set
Foundation Training for Agility 3DVD Set
Great Dog Great Handler, The Winning Combination
Great Dog, Shame about the Handler
How to Win at Gamblers and
Snooker
On Course to Excel
Reliable Running A-frames
Success with One Jump 2-DVD Set
World Class Weaves
In FOCUS Crying for Control
Go the Distance Vol. 1
LIBRARY ENQUIRIES
DARRYL JEWISS, 33 Bell Rd,
Lower Hutt 5010 ,
ph: 04-972-7701.
Email: djewiss@paradise.net.nz
OR library@nala.org.nz
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10 tips for
Great Leadouts
1

A lead-out is where you gain some distance advantage
from your dog, so when you do a lead-out make sure you
keep moving and maintain that advantage.

For a dog to have a great leadout they must see as much
reward in waiting as there is in going. You need to build a
pile of “wait credits” in the Leadout bank, or the lead-outs
may start to fail.

3

2

Rewarding your dog BEHIND them, rather than always
rewarding in front or by releasing them, may assist great
lead-outs.

When placing your dog for a lead-out make sure he has a
good view of the first few obstacles. You have the opportunity to line him so that he does not see an off-course
option as well!

4
Be calm
and matter-offact
when
doing a
lead-out.

5
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When training a leadout
Proofing your
make sure the release is a
leadout can be
verbal. A dog can easily
done in a variety of
anticipate a pause, a
ways. You can
raised arm, or a look back as signals proof body language by
to break so using a word is the best throwing arms around, runclearest option.
ning, walking backwards,
skipping, doing start jumps or
cartwheels etc. Pretend to release by using overt body language with no verbal.

6

7

8

Proofing can also be
done by throwing toys
around the dog, kicking a
ball, answering questions like “What
is your number”. Practice whilst
other dogs are running around or
barking, or while family members
are running around and playing
games. This is something that can be
trained while the dog is very young.

If your dog breaks his leadout
NEVER keep running!! Dogs
need feedback to be black and
white, so if sometimes you make
him go back and sometimes you
don't, he will think and act just as
grey as you!!
If he does break, call him to you
and ask him for a second lead-out
(this doesn't IMO have to be back
at the start, it can be between obstacle 2-3 if
that’s where you are
when he breaks.

9

Lead-outs should not
be threatening, they
should be a happy
place waiting for the
course to begin. Don’t waste
time on the start line repeating
broken lead-outs and threatening your dog, not much point
and pretty horrible to watch.
Even a one step lead-out is
better than a whole bunch of
threats followed by a broken
lead-out and continuing the
course.
By Karen de Wit

10
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Jane Aukett can be contacted on markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz
Below: September Course.
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Beginners and Veterans course
September 2014-2015 series
Beginners results to markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz
Veterans results to kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
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YKC Results June
Beginners 11 & Under
Emily Koller
Emily Koller
Zack Lappin
Niamh Lappin
Zack Lappin
Niamh Lappin

Max
Halo
Jake
Bazil
Sam
Topsy

Experienced 8-11
Emily Sharratt

Pickle Selwyn

Beginners 12-15 years
Lauren Meyers
Jaime Triggs
Lauren Meyers

Belle Mangawhai 0/12.41 1
Chase Mt Agility
0/13.413 2
Miley Mangawhai 0/18.66 3

Experienced 12-15 years
Erin Ball
Erin Ball

Mist
Mangawhai 5/28.082 1
Claire Mangawhai 5/31.919 2

CCATS
CCATS
CCATS
CCATS
CCATS
CCATS

0/14.575
0/15.624
0/18.373
0/18.792
0/21.295
D

1
2
3
4
5

0/43.326 1
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for September
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SEPTEMBER COURSE
- results by end September
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See www.nzaro.webs.com for
plan and full results.
Red = fast pace
Grey = path from circle to serp
Signs.
1.360 right turn (11)
2. Fast pace (18)
3. circle right dog outside (N#2)
4 Normal pace (19)

10

12

Send Results to : kpdewit@xtra.co.nz by end September

18

14

5. right turn (5)
6. Moving sidestep right (20)
7. Figure of eight (NZARO #1)
8. left about turn (29)
9.270 right (9)
10. circle right dog outside (N#2)
11. St figure8, weave twice (23)
12. 270 left (10)
13. right turn (5)
14. 360 left (12)

JUNE Rally O results
1 Norwest
Maree Green & Ted, Rosalind Walkington & Emma, Jeff Walkington & Katie
2 Hawkes Bay Dog Training
Dot Janssen
Club& Jana, Dot Janssen & Scarlett, Dot Janssen & Kellen
3 Wairarapa
Melanie WYSE & JESS, Melanie Wyse & Toby, Rebecca Conole & Blondie
4 Wanganui DTC Betsy Gleeson & Suede, Betsy Gleeson & Flint, Betsy Gleeson & Trace
5 Sth Rangitikei DTCBar
Barbara James & Finn, Barbara James & Shaylar, Barbara James & Jordy
6 Selwyn
Sue Neale & Chynah, Sue Neale & River, Sue Neale & Flynn
7 Canterbury COC Kelly Walker & Gael, Gay Bouterey & Angel, Janet Bainbridge & Maggie
8 Horowhenua DogHelen
Obedience
CarterClub
& Dart, Helen Carter & Cracka, Jenny Purdom & Kyla
9 Central ADTS Jan Voss & Pippa, Angela Cintra & Asha, Arti Chand and Scruffy
10 Sunshine Whk Trish Funnell & Molly, Helen Barnes & Cookie, Gina Boreham & Drift
11 UHDTS
Liz Barlow & Dougal, Jo Searle & Daisy Jayn, Jo Searle & Maxine

June Rally O Link Results

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.70
99.33
98.70

235.19
246.21
248.34
275.88
282.62
285.10
300.71
311.22
277.93
279.14
395.43
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CLUB COMPETITION
DIVISION ONE
1 Mangawhai

Razz
Poppy
Lace ADXG JD

Annette Flannagan 21.142
Ellisia Cleave
23.360
Annette Flannagan 24.474

68.976

2 Upper Hutt 1

QuickMagic
Dee
Ali

Peter de Wit
Karen de Wit
Peter de Wit

21.190
25.105
31.090

77.385

3 Wairarapa

Tasman ADX JDX
Rusty
Milly JD

Sharleen Drummond 22.833
Stacie Clark
27.133
Caragh Briggs
32.899

82.865

4 Cambridge

Kodi ADXG JDX
Lilly
Spark ADX JDX

Julie McConkey
Robyn Brettell
Julie McConkey

26.438
28.265
29.201

83.904

5 Sth Canterbury

Jonty
Van
Ziggy

Natasha Coulter
Natasha Coulter
Jenny D'Arcy

26.239
33.464
33.744

93.447

6 Top DAWG

Zephyr ADXB JDX Marian Holman
28.607
Nera
Rosemary Paddison 29.147
Bella
Lorraine Hazlewood 40.587

98.341

7 Blenheim 1

Tricot
Jazz
Rose

23.098
36.468
39.478

99.044

8 Waimak 1

Quiz ADXG JDX FD Roselle Bremmers
Pebbles
Leeanne Russell
Radler
Anne Godfrey

24.372
32.739
43.051

100.162

9 Mt Maunganui 1

J J Cricket ADX
Thanx
Teal

Jan Murden
32.134
Debbie McFarlane 32.684
Elisabeth Proctor
38.367

103.185

10 Otago 1

Flash ADX.JDX
Buddy
Ash

Reece Smith
Marjo Buis
Belinda Culling

108.457

Natasha Neame
Natasha Neame
Jane Norton

29.324
36.511
42.622
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DIVISION TWO
1 North Shore

Shady Lady
Tess Bayly
Quinn ADXG, JDX, Tess Bayly
Rowan
Bruce Ronald

26.313
29.339
31.712

87.364

2 Central HB

Fly
Finn
Maggie

Catherine Harty
Jill Payne
Olwyn Johnston

24.052
29.403
34.180

87.635

3 CCATS

Izzy
Sam
Jezebel AD JDX

Kathryn Snook
Ian Lappin
Leanah Magon

28.845
33.677
34.913

97.435

4 Nelson 2

Brandi
Swift
Chai JDX

Nikki Steyn
Hadassa Koessler
Linda Mortimer

32.617
32.945
34.310

99.872

5 North Taranaki 2

Song
Sonic
Bella

Rae Mayhead
Jenny Laird
Lynn Pillette

30.502
35.979
37.130

103.611

6 Selwyn

Kate
Cole
Pickle

Chris Littlejohn
Sarah Ward
Emily Sharratt

28.032
37.748
38.326

104.106

7 Mt Maunganui 2

Tyde JDX
Maggie Marriner
Wish
Deb Jackson
Khia CGC GOLD JD Anne Proctor

34.189
34.905
38.600

107.694

27.560
27.560
30.500

85.620

DIVISION THREE
1 Wanganui 3
FD Boomer
FD Molly
Gem

Silvia Rizzi
Bruce Lacey
Nicola McDowell

2 Horowhenua

Basil
Steve Chalmers
Smarty JDX ADXB Aprille McGee
Dart JDX RN FD
Helen Carter

23.327
24.595
40.597

88.519

3 Akarana

Indianapolis ADC
Soda
Jess

Louise Franklin
Brigid Carr
Kim Thomas

27.849
31.085
34.914

93.848

4 Canterbury COC

ADX JDX Mitzi
Harmony
Wilco ADXG JDX

Rick Holcomb
Robyn Sanders
Bruce Wilson

31.640
32.002
32.459

96.101
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5 Tauranga 3

Kobi JD
Jocelyn Jensen
Gemma ADXG JDX Helen Fabling
Tulli ADX JDX FD Shelley Clark

29.826
34.333
37.129

101.288

6 Whangarei

Shyloh
Basil ADX JD
Osska ADX JDX

Elise Tudman
Anne Cozens
Anne Cozens

30.470
37.210
38.470

106.150

7 Hawera 3

Meiah
Laddie AD JD
Chelsea ADXS JD

Carol Galliers
Michelle Sowerby
Linda Smith

29.518
36.726
40.550

106.794

8 Waimak 3

Niobe
Saffy
Zest

Heather Hood
Jacki Lassen
Sue McKee

35.803
36.355
37.771

109.929

9 Mt Maunganui 3

Casey JD
Flynn JD
Sea

Ron Kenny
Maggie Marriner
Jan Murden

38.369
44.589
45.427

128.385

10 East BOP

Joy JDX
Milly
Wallace

Tina Mitchell
Alison Derbyshire
Sue Whitwell

39.000
44.410
45.180

128.590

Niko ADXAg, JDX Sandra Mohekey
Chloe JDX FDX AD Lynda Cummins
Shaylar FD
Barbara James

26.100
28.370
34.820

89.290

2 Hawkes Bay 4A

Scenic
Shuffle
Poppy

Daryl Hogg
Robyn Fargher
Sharon Simonsen

23.732
30.377
41.970

96.079

3 Hawkes Bay 4B

Misty
Soda
Scallywag

Chrissy Harris
Jacky Carbin
Jackie Olley

30.889
33.298
35.324

99.511

4 Norwest

Lass
Pippa
Bella

Colleen Lauder
Colleen Lauder
Colleen Lauder

36.726
37.185
43.559

117.470

5 Upper Hutt 4

Fergus
Bobbie
Benji

Anne Packer
Paige Aukett
Karen de Wit

33.870
36.468
47.410

117.748

6 Blenheim 4

Raider

Natasha Neame

25.776

122.142

DIVISION FOUR
1 South Rangitikei

34
Joker
Heidi

Natasha Neame
Sandra Goodwin

41.580
54.786

7 North Taranaki 4

Zoe
Rosie
Gympie

Sharon Schmidt
Patricia Martin
Laurel Austin

30.850
40.503
55.467

126.820

8 Dog Sport Rotorua

Boo
Chan
Shadroc

Raewyn Saville
Raewyn Saville
Alex Jones

44.410
46.000
47.030

137.440

9 CHB Orange Roughies Johnny
Cracker
Miss chiff

Julie Goodwin
Wendy Holmes
Jude Holland

41.036
48.284
55.724

145.044

10 Tauranga 4

Jess
Dottie
Fern

Gail Handley
Rozie Dunford
Jocelyn Jensen

44.584
52.360
67.561

164.505

11 Southland

Lulu
Abbey
Scamper

Rae Evans
Karen Turner
Joanne Rennell

44.080
56.604
94.846

195.530

For those who don't already know it,
I really like Flygility. The Flygility bug bit me
straight away, as soon as I got out the old Flyball box and started
getting Rosie dog to catch the ball. I particularly like that it is not
as academic as the rest of the dog sports. The first Tournaments I
went to were very laid back affairs. Everyone turns up at an A& P
show and becomes part of the entertainment. You are parked next
door to the guy giving trail-bike rides, or next to the Pony Gymkhana ring and the dogs learn to cope with that level of distraction.
We should not lose track of the idea that the sport was supposed to
be entertaining for those watching. I long since discovered that
people watching prefer the dogs that don't do it right (cont Pg 36)
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QR Codes
What is a QR code?
A bar code, that contains information.

Thankyou to Anton and
Darryl Jewiss, Upper Hutt
for providing the QR codes
and the explanation—have
fun!!

How do we read bar codes?
A mobile phone or tablet app can read bar codes. A popular one for Android is
“barcode scanner”, iPhone and Windows phones have similar apps.
Why might you want to do this?
If you have a mobile or tablet, you might want to store the course for link on device, so you don’t need to bring your Nala Magazine.

Step by step guide using “Barcode Scanner”
1. download and install your
app from google play.

2. Start the app and hold your
camera over the QR code (it
will take a “picture”)

3. Tap the link in the browser

4. Your phone will open this
link in the browser and download
the course
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to those who are perfect. The
With that in mind I do
dog that wanders off and visits
the crowd or runs off to the car in get a bit concerned
a mood without completing the when some of the sencourse.
The time when my ior/advanced courses
Midgey dog hit the box got the
ball, walked off the course put are getting so tricky
the ball down, did toilet, went and (I think) silly that
back picked up the ball and com- the dogs are almost gopleted the course perfectly, is one
that sticks in my mind. So by ing backwards at some
and large I find it fairly hard to points of the course.
take Fly too seriously. It is a
kind of unwinding for the dogs,
especially those who are competing in other sports at high levels.
The hurdle heights are lower and the dogs get to do a blat up and
down. Just blasting away without a care. With that in mind I do get
a bit concerned when some of the senior/advanced courses are getting so tricky and (I think) silly that the dogs are almost going backwards at some points of the course. It is a race game. One dog has
to beat the other dog. There has to be some merit in speed. I don't
mind that the NALA Flygility timed Club run courses are tricky. I
don't mind if they seem a bit impossible even. This is one dog on a
timed course, no 'other lane' distraction and people can still put in a
time by running with their dog after their free run attempt. These
same NALA courses at the top end of difficulty are, in my opinion,
not the sort of courses that belong in Flygility 'the race'. Please remember this is just my opinion. Perhaps someone out there has a
really valid 'other' view. I would
By the time this is dearly love to hear it.

printed the AGM of
the NZFDA will
have happened and
a Committee appointed (made up
of Area Reps).

By the time this is printed the AGM
of the NZFDA will have happened
and a Committee appointed (made up
of Area Reps). When Area Reps were
instituted as part of the Executive of
the Association, it was with the idea
that not only would these people form
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the decision making body of the Association, but it was their job
to actively market and grow Flygility by encouraging as many
Clubs as possible to run tournaments, helping to put program
together for tournaments and turning up on the day when a Club
in your area is running a Tournament to be a hands on helper and
bring a few extra helpers with you. Area Reps should be
checking that Clubs have sufficient gear, whether they need to
apply for the little grant available at The Association AGMs for
catch nets or centre cloth or new boxes or whatever. Running
'learning' days for new clubs to make sure they have a band of
people who are also bitten by the Fly bug.
Over the last three years I have never heard
from our Area Rep.
It shouldn't just be a title it should be
an important link to the National Body.
Your area’s own personal through way to the
Sport's administration.
In saying the above I believe that Allan Rohde as Administrator
and Mentor for our Sport has done a sterling job over the past ten
or eleven years? Maybe it is twelve I am not sure. But it might
be nice if others took responsibility for the growth of the sport
and set up ideas for the future, in particular asking Clubs to hold
at least two days of Tournaments a year and expanding those
Clubs who do hold tournaments, maybe by just going to Clubs
and using their gear and running the day for them or by having
more tournaments at local shows, A&Ps, and Expos of all sorts.
Wedding Expos with Flygility as a feature Why not?...........

Speaking to Allan Rohde recently he is getting
so little feed-back via his great NZFDA newsletter that he wonders if anyone reads it. I
must say I feel much the same about this column, I wonder how provocative I have to get to
get a reaction..... now that's dog food for
thought!
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STANDARD FLYGILITY RESULTS—
1 Hawkes Bay 1

28.689 Jana
QuBa
Roxy

Dot Janssen
Colleen O`Connor
Campbell List

2 Top DAWG

31.243 Mya ADXG JDX
Seeka
Flint

Rebecca Sidwell
Rebecca Sidwell
Alannah Knapp

3 Hawkes Bay 2

31.575 Ringo
Q
Treason

Dot Janssen
Sharon Simonsen
Campbell List

4 Deputy DAWG

35.091 Spicy JDX ADXB Rebecca Sidwell
Sage
Joanne Kilmister
Zephyr ADXB JDX Marian Holman

5 Wairarapa 1

35.440 Blast
Jamaica
Tasman ADX JDX

Ana Workman
Dianne Reid
Sharleen Drummond

6 Dog Sports Rotorua team 1

35.600 Boston
Chan
Jay

Christine Hutchings
Raewyn Saville
Hilary Quemby

7 Hawkes Bay 3

35.769 Misty
Hemi
Rosie

Chrissy Harris
Gillian Petterson
Heather McGrannachan

8 Wairarapa 2

36.590 India JDX
Milly JD
Sam JD

Dianne Reid
Caragh Briggs
Stacie Clark

9 Counties Bounce Alongs

36.744 Bounce
Buzz FDX.JD
Flick ADX.S

Marie Wales
Chris Charlton
Allan Rohde

10 wangavegas1

37.720 FD Boomer
Bailey Bleu JD F
Lucy

Silvia Rizzi
Claire Smit
Bruce Lacey

11 Hawkes Bay 4

38.025 Pepper
Scallywag
Toffee

Heather McGrannachan
Jackie Olley
Rosemary Wood
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12 Upper Hutt

13 Ball fighters

14 CHB Aces

15 Mount High

16 Counties Poodles Plus

17 Norwest 1

18 Feildabull

18 Wairarapa 3

20 wangavegas2

21 Taranaki Hardcore

22 Unforgettabull

23 Waimak 1

24 Excitabull

25 UnderDAWG

26 Taranaki Blazers

38.434 Jete'
Sharon Hastings
FD Stacey
Wayne Turner
FD Zeba
Wayne Turner
39.940 Fya
Lynda Cummins
Niko ADXAg, JDX Sandra Mohekey
Echo
Nichola Cole
40.144 Jack AD FD
Chris Ross
Taku
Chris Ross
Pepsi
Sheelah Stevens
40.470 Cheeky ADXG.JDX Deb Jackson
Skip JD
Mandy Ward
Ziggy
Sue Andresen
41.298 Jacques JDX,ADX Marie Pearman
Jasper
Carol Marriott
Shanti AD JD CGC Gabi Kuster
42.070 Barra
Eva Cadario
Teddy FD
Karen Smith
Ty
Sue Williams
43.870 Chloe JDX FDX AD Lynda Cummins
Finn
Barbara James
Harley
Christine Robertson
43.870 Fern
Caragh Briggs
Smudge
Ana Workman
Whizz
Debbie Paterson
44.060 Heydoh ADXS,JDX, Jonna Gibson
Yani ADX, FDX
Silvia Rizzi
Ziggy
Bronwyn Morgan
46.720 Song
Rae Mayhead
Gyp
Vivienne Robertson
Rosie
Patricia Martin
49.940 Albert JD
Elsie Marriott
Pepsi FD
Nichola Cole
FDCH Jordy ADX Barbara James
54.867 Diesel
Chris Knowles
Saffy
Jacki Lassen
Pebbles
Leeanne Russell
56.940 Shadow FDX
Nichola Cole
Shaylar FD
Barbara James
Pulse FD
Sandra Mohekey
57.095 Jack
Helen Brady
Zoe
Joanne Kilmister
Ruby
Jane Gunn
59.190 Bella
Lynn Pillette
Diaz
Rae Mayhead
Kashin
David Robertson
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27 Counties Cheesy Macs

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38
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59.625 Chi
Anna Snell
Mac. ADXG JDX
Shirley Hall
Rogue
Di Stephens
Waimak 2
64.342 Quiz ADXG JDX FD Roselle Bremmers
Radler
Anne Godfrey
Angel
Chris Knowles
Horo Horrors
64.530 Basil
Steve Chalmers
Dart JDX RN FD
Helen Carter
Nitro
Nicole Robinson
Wanganui
70.650 FD Molly
Bruce Lacey
Ani
Jonna Gibson
Ricki
Bronwyn Morgan
Ted E Trio
73.080 Jess
Judy Towers
Moss
Diane Haydon
Ted
Chris Moody
North Shore
75.800 Tua Terminator
Jacqui Wigmore
Cassidy JD
Jacqui Wigmore
FDCh Dash
Kay Ungemuth
Taranaki Harlequins
88.680 Samos
David Robertson
Zoe
Sharon Schmidt
Gympie
Laurel Austin
Dog sports Rotorua team 2 97.630 Bootz
Christine Hutchings
Jess
Hilary Quemby
Shadroc
Alex Jones
Taranaki Bee Geez
105.650 Breeze
Rae Mayhead
Kobe
Jill Sorensen
Sophie
Vivienne Robertson
Counties Steal Those Peaches 109.184 Brodie
Jean Heap
Peaches ADXG JDX Chris Charlton
Robbie
Nicole Beaumont
Counties Pandora's Boxes
116.016 Mandy JD
Diana Sheehan
Pan
Kim Orlando-Reep
Scooter
Sylvia Lord
Norwest 2
133.130 Chester FD
Joan McFarlane
Pippa
Colleen Lauder
Tripp
Samantha Redmond
Counties Quilla's First Triers 133.134 Mandy
Sylvia Lord
Quilla
Kim Orlando-Reep
Turbo
Di Stephens
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AGILITY LINK.
COPY: All copy - correspondence, articles, etc should be sent to the Editor. All copy must have the name and address of the contributor. Limit
number of words to 500 or one A4 page. Copy may be abridged or edited.
COURSE PLANS – Any member may submit course plans. Supply as
Course designer or in scale in black pen on an A4 sheet Portrait size, or
Course Design computer format. Publication is not guaranteed.
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by
contributors and retains the right not to publish submissions for reasons
of space or suitability.

ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made payable to
NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of the month to be current.
EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

WEBSITE: located at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility
RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz

ADVERTISING.
$10 - 1/4 page ~ $15 - 1/2 page

~$20 - full page
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